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During periods of market uncertainty, a fixed income 
component can provide valuable diversification, safety 
and income benefits for your portfolio.
Despite the stability often associated with this asset class, fixed income solutions can come with their own 
forms of volatility. This is particularly true when interest rates start to move. While rates have remained at 
historically low levels for some time, we project the ‘lower for longer’ trend to continue given the current 
environment of low inflation, slow global growth and patient monetary policy from central banks.

Regardless of which direction rates go, investors should understand how fluctuating rates can affect 
investment outcomes and the ways active management can help money managers capitalize on 
opportunities in fixed income markets.
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Historical perspective of interest rates

Bond yields typically reflect investor expectations for inflation, economic growth and interest rates. 
Accommodative monetary policy following the Second World War sought to drive full employment in the United 
States. However, prolonged low interest rates led to an overheating economy and runaway inflation in the 1970s 
and 1980s, creating the need for restrictive monetary policy to curb price growth. The Financial Crisis of 2008 
triggered central banks to cut interest rates in an effort to stabilize markets and promote economic growth. 

Current fixed income climate

Following the Financial Crisis, investors benefited from positive price returns created by declining yields. However, 
in the current ‘lower for longer’ rate environment, investors may have to acknowledge that the primary source of 
fixed income returns will likely be driven by incremental income.

The chart on the next page highlights a recent breakdown of investors’ sources of returns. As fixed income yields 
fell following the financial crisis an increase in bond prices drove returns. Canadian fixed income investors have 
increasingly benefitted from income returns as yields stabilized over the past few years.

In this ‘lower for longer’ environment, fixed income can continue to provide a source of consistent income and 
capital preservation, serving to reduce portfolio volatility during times of market stress.
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Canadian Fixed Income Market Returns

Current challenges in fixed income

Challenge #1
Yields could experience 
periods of volatility

In the current ‘lower for 
longer’ rate environment, 
monetary policy actions might 
drive market volatility across 
asset classes, including 
fixed income.

Challenge #2
Reduced Bond Returns

While we believe that inflation 
will remain low for the near 
term, over the long term, 
interest rates may begin 
to rise to keep inflation in 
check. An increase in interest 
rates will likely result in lower 
bond prices. 

Challenge #3
Difficulty finding opportunities

Discovering opportunities 
and managing fixed income 
investments has become 
more complex and time 
consuming. The fixed 
income market is very broad, 
offering a range of bonds 
across issuers, sectors, and 
countries. Each market 
segment presents unique 
opportunities and risks.
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The TD Asset Management Inc. (TDAM) Advantage – the case for active management

As fixed income professionals at TDAM span a deep range of expertise and perform extensive independent credit 
research as well as sound yield and credit curve analysis, they are able to navigate the changes in the fixed income 
environment. These capabilities enable our Portfolio Managers to seek yield opportunities through the construction 
of diverse portfolios while actively managing allocations across sectors, terms, and credit quality.

1Source: TD Asset Management as of June 30, 2019. The Synthetics Team members and Craig Gaskin, Head of Trading, are included 
in the headcounts for both Fixed Income and Equity teams. 2Fixed Income Assets under management (AUM) as at June 30, 2019 
for TD Asset Management Inc., and TDAM USA Inc. Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding. TD Asset Management operates 
through TD Asset Management Inc. in Canada and through TDAM USA Inc. in the United States. All entities listed are affiliates and 
are wholly-owned subsidiaries of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. 

TDAM’s broad range of solutions – finding opportunities

The chart below plots the approximate yield4 and duration5. of the TD Fixed Income funds. It illustrates approximately 
where each of our fixed income funds lie on the duration and yield spectrum. Longer duration bonds are generally 
more sensitive to interest rate changes than shorter duration bonds. 

$144.5 billion
Manager of over $144.5 billion in 
fixed income assets3

66
fixed income  
investment professionals2

TDAM
is one of Canada’s largest  
fixed income managers1

For illustrative purposes only. Positions are approximate. 
4 The rate of return realized on a bond. 5 A bond’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates.
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Fixed Income Solutions from TDAM

New and diverse bonds are always being created for investors looking to diversify a portion of their fixed income 
allocation. For many investors, an allocation to Canadian bonds will always be important. However, Canada 
represents about 3% of the global market, while North American assets make up about 40%.* That’s why TDAM 
offers a variety of solutions, including global-focused funds, to expand your horizons. Whether you’re investing at 
home, in North America or abroad, TDAM has solutions for every kind of investor.

*Source: Bloomberg Barclays Multiverse Bond Index in $Canadian as at June 30, 2017

Fixed Income Solutions Key Reasons to Own

TD Income Advantage Portfolio
The fundamental investment objective of the Fund is 
to emphasize income with some potential for capital 
appreciation. TD Income  Advantage Portfolio invests primarily 
in units of TD Mutual Funds and may include other mutual 
funds managed by parties other  than TDAM from time to 
time, emphasizing mutual funds with income generating 
potential.

 • Diversification across a number of income-generating funds 
may  reduce your risk and help maintain a regular stream 
of income.

 • The Portfolio’s potential for capital gains and dividend 
income  could provide tax-efficient income as both are 
taxed at a lower  rate than interest income.

TD High Yield Bond Fund
The fundamental investment objective is to seek to provide 
income and the opportunity for capital appreciation over the 
longer term  by investing primarily in high yield bonds or other 
income producing securities.

 • Exposure to distinct asset class of high yield fixed 
income  investments.

 • Great way to diversify a bond portfolio.

TD Canadian Bond Fund

The fundamental investment objective is to earn a high rate 
of interest income through investments in high-quality bonds 
and  debentures issued principally by Canadian borrowers 
in Canadian dollars. These securities may consist of debt 
obligations of,  or guaranteed by, Canadian federal, provincial 
or municipal governments, Canadian chartered banks, 
Canadian loan or trust  companies or Canadian corporations.

 • The focus on corporate bonds allows you to take 
advantage of  their higher potential returns relative to 
government bonds.

 • The Fund seeks to deliver strong returns relative to the  
investment risk involved and has been recognized by some 
of the  mutual fund industry’s leading analysts.

TD Canadian Core Plus Bond Fund

The fundamental investment objective is to seek to earn a 
high rate of interest income by investing primarily in Canadian 
dollar-denominated, investment-grade debt instruments. The 
Fund may, from time to time, also seek added value from non-
Canadian and  or non-investment-grade debt instruments to 
enhance total return.

 • Utilizes extensive in house credit research team to 
identify fixed  income opportunities that exhibit a superior 
risk profile.

 • Exposure to fixed income products around the world 
provides  geographic diversification.

TD U.S. Corporate Bond Fund

The fundamental investment objective of the Fund is to seek 
to earn a high rate of interest income through investments 
primarily in  investment-grade debt securities issued by 
U.S. corporations and trusts, including mortgage-backed or 
asset-backed securities, as  well as securities issued by U.S. 
governments and agencies.

 • Exposure to investment-grade debt securities of U.S. issuers  
provides diversification to the fixed income component of 
your  portfolio in US$.

 • Corporate bonds provide an opportunity to enhance income  
relative to a traditional core fixed income portfolio.

TD Global Core Plus Bond Fund

The fundamental investment objective is to seek to earn 
interest income through investing primarily in fixed-income 
securities of issuers anywhere in the world.

 • The Fund is an excellent way to diversify the fixed income 
portion Provides exposure to fixed income products from 
around the world.
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Contact your Financial Planner or Advisor today to find out 
more about fixed income solutions from TDAM.

Fixed Income Solutions Key Reasons to Own

TD Global Income Fund
The fundamental investment objective is to seek to earn 
current income while preserving capital by investing primarily 
in fixed-income securities of issuers anywhere in the world.

 • Actively manages solutions comprising of a well-diversified 
mix of bonds seeking to provide income and long-term 
portfolio stability.

 • Go anywhere global fixed income strategies aim to provide 
investors with geographic diversification.

TD Global Unconstrained Bond Fund
The fundamental investment objective is to seek to maximize 
total return while preserving capital by investing primarily in 
fixed-income securities of issuers anywhere in the world.

 • Go anywhere global fixed income strategies aim to provide 
investors with geographic and currency diversification.

 • By employing fundamental economic analysis of each 
country  and region, currency exposure is actively managed. 
Currency  exposure is used to tactically help reduce risk and 
enhance  potential returns.

TD Fixed Income Pool

The fundamental investment objective is to seek to earn 
interest income by investing primarily in, or gaining exposure 
to, Canadian dollar-denominated fixed income securities.

 • Diversified exposure to the fixed income market, where the 
underlying assets are selected across risk profiles, sectors, 
maturities and geographies.

 • Tactically managed through the expertise of TDAM’s various 
Portfolio Management teams and in-house independent 
credit research analysts.

The TD Mutual Funds/Products (the “Funds/Products”) have been developed solely by TD Asset Management Inc. The Funds/Products are not in any 
way connected to or sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the London Stock Exchange Group plc and its group undertakings (collectively, the “LSE 
Group”). FTSE Russell is a trading name of certain of the LSE Group companies. All rights in the FTSE Russell Index/Indices referred to in this document/
publication (the “Index/Indices”) vest in the relevant LSE Group company which owns the Index/Indices. “FTSE®”, “Russell®”, and “FTSE Russell®” are trade 
marks of the relevant LSE Group company and are used by any other LSE Group company under license. “TMX®” is a trade mark of TSX, Inc. and used 
by the LSE Group under license. The Index is calculated by or on behalf of FTSE International Limited or its affiliate, agent or partner. The LSE Group does 
not accept any liability whatsoever to any person arising out of (a) the use of, reliance on or any error in the Index or (b) investment in or operation of the 
Funds/Products. The LSE Group makes no claim, prediction, warranty or representation either as to the results to be obtained from the Funds/Products or 
the suitability of the Index for the purpose to which it is being put by TD Asset Management Inc.

With a wide range of fixed income solutions available, TDAM can provide investors with 
more portfolio diversification options and the potential for enhanced returns.


